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ABSTRACT

Excitation function of ( a , in) reactions on l91Ir (37.3%) and on m I r (62.7%) have

been measured for 17-55 MeV alpha particle bombarding energy range. Stacked foil activation

technique and gamma spectroscopy were used to determine the cross-sections. The experimen-

tal data were compared with calculated values obtained by means of geometry dependent hybrid

model. The initial exciton number «D = 4 with n = 2 , p = 2 and h = 0 gives the best agree-

ments with the presently measured values. To calculate the excitation function theoretically the

ALICE/LIVERMORE-82 computer code was used. This set of excitation functions provides a

data basis for probing the validity of combined equilibrium and pre-equilibrium reaction models in

a considerable energy range.
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1. Introduction

During the last decade a lot of study has been done in under-

standing of non-equilibrium reaction mechanisms. The high energy

ta i l observed in the excitation function of the light particle

reactions contains important information about the reaction mecha-

nisms. Several models ~ have been proposed to take care of the

experimentally observed feature of the excitation function. The

hybrid and geometry dependent hybrid models5'6 are found to give

the best verification for the above mentioned fact in a broad

range of experimental data. More elaborate quantum mechanical
9—15

theories3^*"' which are not applied to routinely measurable pre-

equilibrium cross-sections have tended to support the foundation

on which the classical models are built1 6 . Presently the measure-

ments are performed to compare the excitation function of the

reactions in the isotopes of the natural lridiun with the Blann's

geometry dependent hybrid model, which contains both the compound

and pre-equilibrium (PE) processes. We have measured the excitation

function of the reactions 19JTr(a (n), 1 9 1Ir(a,2n), 1 9 1 lr(a,3n),
1 9 1Ir(o,4n), 191Ir(<r,5n) and 193Ir(<x,3n), 193Ir<a,4n), 193Ir(«,5n)

and reported f irst time to the best of our knowledge.

2. Experimental Procedure

2.1 Sample Preparation;

Samples of the element under study were made from spectroscopic



iridium having purity better than 99.99A by the vacuum evaporation

technique in the target division of variable Energy Cyclotron Centre

Calcutta, India. The target foi ls were square cuts of the arm

1.5 cm and of the thickness 150 iig/cm * The foi ls were fixed on

aluminium sheets having a circular hole of the diameter 1.2 cm in

i t s centre. The aluminium degraders of the different thickness

were also inserted in the target stack, so that the alpha beam of

55 MeV energy might be degraded considerably.

2.2 Irradiation of target stack and counting of the residual
actlvitvi

The target stack was irradiated with 55 MeV energy alpha-

particle beam at the Variable Energy Cyclotron Centre (VECC),

Calcutta, India for the 3900 sec, keeping in view the thickness

of the sample melting point of the element and the half-lives of

the yields. A typical experimental set up for the stack irradiation

i s shown in the f i g . l . After cooling, the target foils were brought

one by one to the counting room and the residual activity were

recorded with the help of 100 cc ORTEC Ge(Li) detector coupled with

a pre-calibrated 4096 multi channel analyser and associated

electronics. The efficiency and energy calibrations were performed

using a standard'^^Eu point source of known strength keeping i t

at target, position.

2.3 Flux Measurements!
stack, the counting of the

During the irradiation of the A incoming a-particles was done

from integrated beam charge. Here the beam was totally stopped in

3

the electrically insulated irradiation heads serving as a kind of
17—21Faraday Cup where secondary electrons were prevented from

escaping. Using this charge,the flux was calculated. For
18

checking the flux the copper foil was used as a flux monitor

and a good agreement was found with < IO/. discrepancy.

2.4 Important Factors Contributing to Energy Spread:

The important factors contributing to the energy spread of

the a-particles incident on a particular target foil are the spread

in the initial beam energy foil thickness, stopping power values

and path length. In the present measurement* the uncertainty in

the initial beam energy was + 0.5 MeV.

The stopping power values are adopted from the tables of

Northcliffe and Schilling22, which are accurate within S%.

The multiple scattering at small angles increases path

length of stopping materials . However, in case of a-particle*

the path length correction is very small (£ 0.5^) and hence

neglected.

2.5 Cross-Section Determination:

The activation cross-section was computed using the

following expression19"21'24.

CT*E' = No.f.lGe). d.K. [i-c

where A is the count under the photopeak of characteristic f-rays,



X i s the decay constant of product nucleus. No is the number of

nuclei of the isotope under investigation, $ i s the incident

a-partlcle flux, (G«) Is the geometry dependent efficiency of

Ge(Li) detector, O is the absolute intensity of the characteristic

T-rays, K is the self absorption correction factor for the y-rays

in the sample, t , is the irradiation time, t^ i s the time elapsed

between stopping the beam and start of counting, and t-j is the count-

ing time.

The cross-section of a particular reaction was calculated

for various identified y-rays arising from same product nucleus.

For this purpose only those y-rays were considered that had good
34stat is t ics . The reported value i s the weighted average of the

various cross-section values so obtained* All the decay parameters

of the nuclei studied here were taken from the table of isotopes by

Lederer and Shirley25 .

3. Results and Discussion

3.1 Theoretical Predictions:

The theoretical excitation function calculations were done

using the compound nucleus model with and without the inclusion of

PE emission of particles. For analysing the equilibrium part, the
26compound nucleus model of Weisskopf-Ewing was adopted. The

contribution from the PE process has been included only at the f irst

step of evaporation. The GOH model was used for analysing the PE

part . For performing these calculation the computer code

5

01

ALICE/LIVERMORE-82 was used. Since the program system and the

theories involved have been discussed by several authors already

so we restrict ourselves here by refering only to a review of

Blann3 on PE decay. The stat is t ical model part of ALICE/LIVERMORE-

82 can account for a large variety of reaction types28*29 clusters

such as deuterons and a-particles can be considered besides the

evaporation of neutrons and protons according to Weisskopfand Ewing.

This is done with conservation of angular momentum. For the level

density parameter the value of A / 8 was taken. Since i t i s not

possible in the code to use an individual level density parameter

for a particular residual nucleus29. In the PE calculations the

ini t ia l exciton number nQ = 4 with configuration (2n+2p+oh) was

taken, which i s the best choice for a-induced reactions31^33.

3.2 Experimentally Measured Excitation Functions;
191.

The measured excitation functions for the reactions Ir(<x,n)

mir(a,2n), 191Ir(a,3n), 19XIr(a,4n), 191Ir(a,5n). X93lr<a,3n),

Ir(a,4n), Ir(a,5n) are shown in figs. 2-9. Our experimentally

measured results are shown by the solid balls. The total estimated

energy spread is shown by the horizontal bar and the cross-sectional

error is shown by the vertical bar. Where no vertical bar is shown,

the error is within the balls.

In the reactions 191Ir(a,n) and 193Ir(a,3n); 191Ir(a,2n)

and 193Ir(c,4n); 191Ir(a,3n) and 193Ir(o,5n) the product nuclei is

same so all the decay parameters are same but differs in Q-value.

As a result, the observed activity in the irradiated sample is the

6



composite activity due the reactions in same set mentioned above.

For example below the threshold of 193Ir(a,5n) the observed

activity i s due to 191Ir(a,3n) reaction only but after It the

observed activity wil l be the total of the activities produced

due to these two reactions. In this overlapping region the cross-

sections are divided in the ratio of the theoretical cross-sections

of these two reactions. For. the processing in general we calculated

the cxoss-*ectdon (oe) using the number of interacting nulcei (Nt)

of the 19*TB and. th« composite observed activity in the cross-

loctional formula. Aftet that we took the theoretical cross-

•ection* o,» 0*4 ofifchc stat ions Ir(a,xn) and Ir[a,{x+2)ii]

respectively at the sane incident a-particle energy. It i s very

clear that th» atoaber of interacting nuclei in Ir (abundance

3?»3»O and 193Irtataund«c* 62*7*) are different i . e . let H1( N2

respectively. Multiplying the a2 by interacting nuclei N2 of the
1 9 3 Ir and dividing by the interacting nuclei Nj_ of 1 9 1Ir and i t i»

added to the theoretical .cross-section 01 of the reaction Xr(a,xn)

Hence the total cross-section (o t) calculated theoretically i s

obtained. This is nothing but the oQ only.

Using the law of proportion the cross-section of Ir(arxn)

can be separated. The cross-section of Ir(a,xn) so obtained i s

subtracted from the compositecross-seetion ae and is multiplied by

the ratioN«/N, to obtain the cross-section of Ir[a(x+2)n)

reaction. This i s the self consistent. This method for the

separation of two cross-sections i s justified since the excitation

function for the reactions 1 9 1Ir(a,n) (fig.2) and l93Ir(a,3n)

( f ig .7) (
 191Ir(a,2n) (fig.3) and 193Ir(<rt4n) (f ig.8)j 191Ir(a,3n)

(fig.4) and 9 Ir(a,5n) (fig.9) so separated are reproduced

individually by the theoretical calculations using the same set

of level density parameters for al l residual nuclei produced in

the evaporation chain.

191In the reactions Ir(o,n) and 193 , 191Ir(a,2n)

and 93Ir(o,4n)j 191Ir(o,3n) and 193Ir(a,5n) the product nuclei

have one or more isomeric states other than the ground state.

In a l l these cases the half lives of the isomeric states are very

short (sfecond/miliseconds) so the contribution of these to the

excitation function could not be measured distlnguishly due to

long cooling time as the high activity was there. But, these

isomeric states decs? to the ground state so the total excitation

functions were measured.

As all the measurements are reported for the first time

to the best of our knowledge, that is why, no literature value i s

shown in figures But the presently measured results are in very

good matching with the theoretical results.

4. Conclusion

The excitation functions of eight o-induced reactions have
191 193

been measured for 7XIr and * Ir. The experimental data and the

results of geometry dependent hybrid model calculations are in

surprising agreement without any parameter adjustment for individual

8



product. In the tail portion of the excitation function the experimental

data and the results from hybrid moilel calculations are not in matching,

this is due to the PE process, which has not bean connideroJ in this

model. For alpha induced reactions, the choice of four exciton state

(2n+2p+Oh) for the initial configuration of compound system gives satis-

factory results and support the finding of many earlier investigators-^-1"-

Our thought to separate the cross-section of the reactions having the

same product nucleus, in the overlaping region is satisfactory!
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Figure Captions

Fig. 1: Experimental set-up for stack f o i l irradiation with
a-part ic le beam.

Fig. 2: Experimental and theoretical excitation functions for
the reaction 1 9 1 Ir (o ,n ) 194Au

# : Present work
{ _ — ) . pure Eq.

( ) : EQ with PE [no»4 (2n+2b+Oh)] GDH model.

Fig. 3 : Experimentsa1 and theoretical excitation functions for
the reaction 1 9 1 Ir (a ,2n) 1 9 3Au.

0 i Present work
( ) : pure EQ
( )t EQ with PE [no«4 (2n+2b+0h)] GDH model.

Fig . 4 : Experimental and theoretical excitation functions for
the reaction 1 9 1 Ir (o ,3n) 1 9 2Au.

0 : Present work
(—-- ) i Pure EQ
( ) : EQ with PE [no«4 {2n+2^+Oh)] GDH model.

Fig. 5: Experimental and theoretical excitation functions for
the reaction 1 9 i I r ( a , 4 n ) 191Au.

^ t Present work
{ )t Pure EQ
( ) : EQ with PE [no-4 (2n+2J>fOh)] GDH model.

Fig. 6: Experimental and theoretical excitation functions for
the reaction 1 9 1 Ir(o ,5n) 190Au.

f : Present work
( ) . Pure EQ
( ) : EQ with PE [nQ=4 (2m-2|M-0h)] GDH model.
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Fig. 7: Experimental and theoretical excitation functions for
the reaction 193Ir(a,3n) 194Au

# : Present work
( ). pUre EQ
( ): EQ with PE [no=4 (2m-2p+0h)] GDH model.

Fig. 8: Experimental and theoretical excitation functions for
the reaction 193Ir(o,4n) 193Au.
- . 0 : Present work
( ): Pure EQ
( ) : EQ with PE [no«4 (2n+2JM-Oh)] GDH model.

Fig. 9: Experimental and theoretical excitation functions for
the reaction 193Ir(o,5n) 192Au.
' • i Present work

(—~)j pur» EQ

( ) : EQ with PE [n f l*4 (2n+2p+0h)] GDH model.
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